BACKGROUND
A projectile fired into the atmosphere is affected by the wind from the time it leaves the muzzle of the gun until the time of impact. The total effect on the projectile's trajectory depends upon the wind direction and speed, and the air density encountered along the entire trajectory. However, for simplicity, density is normally considered to be equal to some assumed standard, while computing the effect of wind at each point along the trajectory. A separate computation is then made to determine a "ballistic density", which will essentially compensate for departures of density from the assumed standard.
In computing the effect of the wind for naval gunfire, the common practice consists of computing the speed and direction of a uniform or ballistic wind which would have essentially the same effect upon the projectile trajectory as would the actual wind encountered.
When firing most conventional ammunition, it is sufficient to determine the mean wind for each of a succession of vertical zones or strata. Prom these zonal winds, a vector mean is determined by applying weighting factors appropriate to each zone traversed by the trajectory from gun to point of impact. The appropriate weighting factors depend, of course, upon whether the fire is directed at surface targets or aircraft. They depend also upon whether the zones are of uniform vertical extent, for example, 2, 500-foot zones, or are of varying thicknesses, e. g., successively, 200 meters, 300 meters, 500 meters, etc. 
Stage L A. RAP RANGE WIND (RAPRW)
The RAPRW for any one required maximum ordinate is computed by the following steps:
1. Determine the mean wind for each successive 2, 500-foot zone from the surface to the maximum ordinate of the highest trajectory anticipated.
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2. a. Multiply each zonal wind speed from the surface zone to the maximum ordlnate by the corresponding RANGE-WIND WEIGHTING FACTOR. b. Form the vector resultant of these weighted zonal winds, the same manner as for determination of the total ballistic wind for conventional gunfire.
(Aerological plotting board is helpful).
The RAPRW is the final resultant of step 2.b. It is a vector, and therefore consists of both direction and speed.
Stage I. B. RAP CROSS WIND (RAPXW)
The RAPXW is computed in exactly the same manner as the RAPRW, but using the corresponding CROSS-WIND WEIGHTING FACTOR instead of the range-wind factor. It is important here to notice, that owing to a tendency on the part of rocket-assisted projectiles to wind cock , negative numbers appear for RAP cross-wind weighting factors in some instances.
In graphically constructing the resultant vector, the winds for zones having negative weighting factors must be represented by a length directed opposite to the direction of the wind for those zones.
Following the directions of stage I, two ballistic winds are determined.
Each is in a way analogous to a complete ballistic wind. They will in general differ in magnitude, and may differ materially in direction if there is much turning of the wind with height (as commonly occurs in SEASIA at the height of both the Northeast and Southwest Monsoons). They must, however, be used together to determine the final ballistic wind for a particular direction of fire.
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Consider now the cross-wind effect, as represented by the vector RAPXW on the maneuvering board shown in figure 2 . Here, the vector RAPXW depicts a cross-wind direction of 210 9 . 40 knots, A circle having a diameter RAPXW is constructed about the mid-point of RAPXW and labeled X. To find the cross-wind effect, one draws a line through the center of the maneuvering board perpendicular to the lino of fire, and finds its intersection with circle X.
Again, there is a direction along which the component is zero and a direction along which the cross-wind effect will be a maximum. 
